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Abstract
Despite the growth of personal digital information use, both
in scale and application diversity, conventional user mod-
els are still reliant on limited user input data to improve a
variety of services for specific applications and tasks. This
trend toward increased application diversity renders it dif-
ficult for a system to generate inferences about a user’s
evolving interests and naturalistic tasks in real-life set-
tings. This workshop paper introduces a novel approach,
aimed at training a user model to recognize real-life tasks
on the basis of naturalistic user behavioral data via contin-
uous screen monitoring. The resulting task model could be
used in real-life settings for personal information assistance,
which proactively retrieves useful documents and resources
for the user, on a personal computer, with respect to the
task context and information demand.
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Introduction
Personal digital activities, for both leisure and work, may be
characterized as non-deterministic, where some steps of
the activity may be done on various platforms or applica-
tions. For instance, while writing documents, using online
services (e.g., to contact co-authors), or searching online
searchable archives (e.g., to check facts, terminologies,
or locate related works) have become integral tools for the
writing work process. This activity is communicated via a
computer screen and manifested as the applications we
use, the content we examine or produce, and the entities
(e.g., other people) with whom we relate and communicate.

It has been a long-standing aim to automatically model
users, based on these digital traces, to generate inferences
about specific users and their tasks. The key factor driving
this process is the use of historical observations regard-
ing user behavior to improve a variety of personal assistant
services, such as personalizing and ranking search results
[14], or recommending entities of interest [16].

Conventionally, user models are constructed from prede-
fined interaction logs, such as queries, the links or menu
options clicked, and items browsed, and they were specific
to certain tasks and applications, such as news browsing
[2], personal information management tools [5], or search
rankings [14]. However, while the logs can, to some extent,
capture user behavior, but they can not capture the unpre-
dictable nature of real-life activities, such as task switching,
application switching, and task sessions that are split into
several chronological parts.

In real life, everyday digital activities are components of
naturalistic tasks that are personalized and performed by
users, by means of digital information resources and tools,
such as documents, applications, scripts, graphics, mes-
sages, and other computing services. In their simplest form,

naturalistic tasks can be regarded as concrete processes,
engaged in and meaningfully labeled by users, the associ-
ated activities of which encompass a broad variety of appli-
cations and share a common topical context. For example,
a task could be one part of a wider ongoing project, related
to many documents that were read and written by the user
via distinct applications, or through digital communication
with other people.

Naturalistic digital tasks and their real-life contexts are,
however, hard to reconstruct via laboratory studies or log
analysis. We are beginning to see a paradigm shift within
user modeling and information retrieval wherein research
is, increasingly, leaving the safety of controlled studies or
the constraints of predetermined log analyses, in favor of
moving into "the wild" [11]. This relatively recent research
orientation allows for exploration of the multiple modes of
understanding technological interventions in the real-life
situations where humans naturally use them.

The overall aim of this research is to propose an approach
whereby we can train a user task model by exposing it to
naturalistic user behavioral data that could be extracted
from continuous screen monitoring. Our approach employs
a computer vision software that monitors every digital ac-
tivity occurring inside the screen. The resulting data is then
fed into Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [3] which is an un-
supervised topic modeling for detecting tasks in which the
user was engaged during screen monitoring. The model
could be used to provide personal information assistance
by recovering tasks and related documents in real-time.
The challenge, relative to previous approaches, is that our
approach does not limit the learning data to structured in-
formation from specific systems or separate user input, but
attempts to learn from any screen frame that has been dis-
played to a user, from any application.
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Previous Work
In earlier work, we used interactive intent modeling to as-
sist users throughout their search tasks by combing intent
modeling and visual interfaces [9, 10]. However, the intent
model required the users to provide explicit feedback and
did not support proactivity feature. Our most recent work
investigated a proactive search agent that could support
natural spoken conversations by augmenting the conversa-
tions with additional information [1]. Both have shown the
effectiveness of search systems in assisting users perform-
ing their tasks, but they were lab-based studies and tasks
were designed to answer specific research questions.

The problem of task recognition has recently attracted a
great deal attention throughout web search community [6,
8]. Recognizing tasks is important to various competen-
cies; it permits a system to determine user satisfaction with
search results [11], predict future intents [9, 10], and pro-
vide proactive assistance [7, 1]. In traditional approaches,
the main user signals used to recognize tasks typically
rely on search engine query logs [12]. Query logs are of-
ten used for within-session learning, to infer the short-term
preferences of a particular user [4]. However, web search
sessions are merely small subsets of a broader task. Nat-
uralistic tasks, in real life, may be interleaved with several
applications that can be used side-by-side and there is no
time limit for such tasks.

In summary, prior studies focused on recognizing and sup-
porting tasks that were predetermined for specific studies
or to answering specific research questions. Conventionally,
the experimenter designed such studies to capture tasks in
relatively short sessions that varied from seconds to hours
[13]. Some attempted to model long-term user preferences
but collected data reliant on limited user input, including
clicks and queries [6, 8]. Our approach extends beyond

lab-based and controlled environments, in which tasks are
recognized on the basis of naturalistic user behavioral data,
by analyzing a 24/7 continuous recording of information
changes on the computer screen.

Naturalistic Digital Task Modeling
To capture naturalistic behavior as accurately and thor-
oughly as possible, we employed a methodology wherein
the participants’ computer screens were continuously recorded
and all information appearing on their screens during the
data recording period was captured. The screen record-
ings consisted of a collection of screen frames which were
then fed into an unsupervised machine learning method
designed to detect user tasks.

Figure 1 presents the flow of the data processing and task
detection pipeline. First, screen frames of active windows
are saved as images at 5-second intervals representing
naturalistic user behavioral data. Second, Optical Charac-
ter Recognition (OCR) software converts those images into
texts for task modeling, keywords are extracted for task la-
beling, and Operating System (OS) data are collected for
document retrieval. Third, the text, the keywords and OS
data are stored in a vector that represent the document.
Fourth, all vectors representing all documents for a par-
ticular user are fed into the LSA, which is then run, to find
a lower-dimensional representation of this data. LSA pro-
duces vectors for tasks, where each vector is linked to doc-
uments, and the corresponding input data, such as terms
and keywords. Fifth, the resulting task models are used to
detect naturalistic tasks in real-time, and proactively provide
personal information assistance.

Continuous Screen Monitoring
Unlike other logging methods, screen recording has no limi-
tations, in term of application range or user input, and apart
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Figure 1: The work-flow of the data processing and task modeling. The digital activity monitoring data were modeled using Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA). LSA learns a latent lower-dimensional representation of the input data. Each dimension in the lower dimensional space can be
interpreted as a representation of a task and used to retrieve task-relevant documents and labels.

from audio, it is capable of capturing every input and pre-
sentation of content that involves human-computer inter-
action. We used a logger to record images of active win-
dows at five-second intervals. Further, the logger recorded
OS information, such as files and folders associated with
the screen frames, and the names of the active windows
and timestamps. The logger was developed via two OS-
dependent versions: We used Core Graphics API to imple-
ment the Mac OS version and Desktop App UI to implement
the Windows OS version. Both were native OS libraries that
performed identical functions of capturing screen frames
and saving them as images. To access to the clean text ver-
sion of the screen frames, we utilized very accurate OCR
engine, Google Vision API 1.

Unsupervised Task Detection and Labeling
To uncover the task structure in the collected and OCR pro-
cessed documents of the screen captures, we utilized LSA.
LSA learns a latent lower-dimensional representation of
the input data. Each dimension in the lower-dimensional
space can be interpreted and labeled as a representation

1https://cloud.google.com/vision/

of a task, and used to retrieve task-relevant documents and
labels.

The LSA yielded a lower-dimensional representation, but
as an unsupervised method, it is not directly interpretable.
To facilitate interpretability of the lower-dimensional repre-
sentation for the participants, we developed an approach to
labeling the tasks (i.e. find keyword descriptions for the di-
mensions in the lower-dimensional output space). A vector-
space model of information retrieval with cosine similarity
was applied, to rank the keywords extracted in the task de-
tection pipeline. Keywords occurring in the 100 top-ranked
documents (OCR processed screen captures) and ex-
tracted via the IBM Cloud API 2 were ranked simply on the
basis of their term frequency. The term frequency was de-
termined to be a good measure as the keywords were al-
ready being extracted via an entity detection process and
did not contain general terms. The upper part and left bot-
tom part of the Figure 2 depicts how the tasks are labeled
and visualized.

2https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/natural-language-
understanding/
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Figure 2: Overview of how tasks are labeled and task-relevant
document retrieval. Top: the task view with all detected tasks and
the associated labels. Each task is visualized as a circle. Bottom
left : the real-life user task is "Video capture with Theta". A set of
keywords from OCR processed screen captures are used to label
the task e.g., video recording features, software menus, and tools
used in the task. Bottom right : retrieved documents in response to
the task were from various applications depending on a user’s
personal tasks, such as OBS software wherein new scenes or
video projects were created, Web browsers by means of which the
user looked up Theta-related tutorials and OBS’s help information,
Quick Time Player to re-play recorded videos, Finder through
which the user explore location of OBS application, and so forth.

Real-time Task Detection and Information Assistance
To apply the resulting task model in real-time task detec-
tion scenarios, the output of the screen monitoring system
was fed into the LSA model, which produced a prediction of
the task that the user was performing. The model was able
to correctly classify unseen input resulting from user inter-
actions as a given task in the task model, and proactively
retrieve the relevant related labels.

The task modeling and labeling indicate the extent to which
the system can accurately detect user tasks and render
them interpretable for the user. This does not, however, re-
flect the model’s usefulness for the user. To provide useful
assistance to users, we constructed a document-retrieval
method that retrieved a ranked list of documents match-
ing each of the tasks. The rationale behind this effort was
to make it possible to study whether the task model could
be used on a personal computer, to re-find documents that
could be useful resources for the user in the task context.
The vector-space model of information retrieval with cosine-
similarity ranking was used to retrieve and rank the doc-
uments represented in the lower-dimensional space. The
input was the lower-dimensional task vector, and the model
ranked documents, using the data from the original higher-
dimensional space. The right bottom part of the Figure 2
depicts the mode of retrieving task-relevant documents.

Evaluation
Data Collection
Ten people, from both university and industrial settings,
were recruited to participate in the experiment. The partici-
pants signed a consent form regarding data usage, privacy,
and the experimental procedure. We followed the ethical
guidelines laid out by our University 3. Naturalistic behav-

3https://www.helsinki.fi/en/research/research-environment/research-
ethics
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ioral data was collected by installing the logger on personal
laptops and setting it to run continuously for a duration of 14
days. During the data collection period, participants were
advised to avoid stopping the logger unless it was neces-
sary. All screen frames recorded by the logger, including
OCR processed texts, extracted keywords, and associated
OS logs were stored on the local hard drive of each partic-
ipant’s laptop. Further, participants were asked to keep a
diary of their daily tasks. We defined a digital task as any
sequencing activity related to a certain topic, spanning time,
such as hours, days, or weeks. We intentionally focused
on macro tasks that could consist of several microtasks.
However, we encouraged participants to use their own con-
ceptual understanding of which activities could be regarded
as meaningful tasks.

Setup & Results
The participants assessed the correctness of the task mod-
els, using a user interface (UI) shown in Figure 2. Task-
detection accuracy was computed as the binarized output.
Participants were asked to compare task descriptions in di-
aries to the task labels on UI, and explicitly indicate either
(0), no tasks matched for a task or (1), for a correctly formu-
lated task. Overall, the participants reported a total of 119
tasks and an average of 72.27% task-detection accuracy.

For real-time task detection and document retrieval, we
asked every participant to select and resume 6 tasks from
the diaries. The participants’ task was interrupted at 30-
second intervals (up to 120 seconds), and we asked them
to look at the task detection system, to see if the task was
detected correctly; participants assessed the relevance
of the retrieved documents using the following scale: (0)
not relevant; (1) slightly relevant; (2) moderately relevant;
(3) highly relevant; and (4) absolutely relevant. We used
relevant score, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

Attempt 1 2 3 4

Score 3.31(0.61) 3.21 (0.67) 3.18 (0.79) 2.67 (0.98)
NDCG 0.94 0.79 0.89 0.98
P@1 1 0.78 0.9 1
P@10 0.95 0.82 0.87 0.92
P@20 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.83

Table 1: Document precision at 1, 10, 20 in the real-time task
detection and document retrieval experiment. Results are reported
with respect to attempts (task interruption on 30 seconds interval).

(NDCG), and precision at N to measure the performance of
document retrieval. All measures were computed at every
point of interruption (at 30, 60, 90, and 120 seconds). The
overall result, after all attempts (mean over the tasks and
participants at 120 seconds), shows a rate of task-detection
accuracy of 95% (57 out of 60 tasks). Table 1 shows results
of all measures for the document retrieval.

Implications
Detecting naturalistic tasks shreds lights on information re-
trieval studies, as it provides opportunities to learn a user
task model from a single source of screen monitoring. The
model is also useful for detecting tasks in real-time, and en-
ables proactive information retrieval. User tasks, such as
work tasks or leisure tasks, are often analyzed and used as
an important context, influencing information search behav-
ior [11]. Different search tasks could require more search
effort than others.

Given the knowledge of the importance of task factors on
search behavioral factors, we can potentially inform the
work of designers and developers focused on supporting
particular types of tasks in information search. The cur-
rent "one size fits all" user interaction with search engines
may not be optimal across different tasks, and the design
of the next generation of information access systems could
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benefit from considering whether it makes sense to employ
user task contexts to identify, and even predict the need for,
specific kinds of search support that might benefit the user.
Contextual factors and search effort could be linked to task
categories, thereby constituting to a useful step in adapting
information retrieval environments.

Conclusion
In this workshop paper, we proposed a novel approach
to detecting user tasks, using real world data to support
personal information access. Unlike any prior research of
which we are aware of, user behavioral data is collected
in a most naturalistic way, by simply recording a computer
screen. The resulting task models are promising, not only
for detecting naturalistic tasks, but they could also be useful
for studying interdependencies between search behavior
and the associated real-life tasks. More specifically, in some
tasks, the need for information could be triggered by infor-
mation observed on the screen, whereas other tasks could
rely on intrinsically-driven information.Thus, we believe that
the unobtrusiveness of personal information assistance sys-
tem can only be achieved through intelligent actions that
coordinate timely recommendations and filter information,
pursuant to a user’s demand and the information’s rele-
vance, with respect to user tasks and goals. Our work could
be extended, in the sense that it also accounts for inter-
ruption costs based on task characteristics, to maintain the
benefits of proactive systems [15] .
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